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rapture rejects is a rather simple story but it is well told. you have been sentenced to hell for not having the proper faith. now, youll be in charge of turning the souls of a million people to dust, all in under 2 hours. you can choose between one of three characters, each with their own motivations and voice acting. each match is between two teams and the objective is clear: kill or be killed. its fun, fast-paced, and adds a great amount of depth to the game. the visuals are as attractive as any other battle royale, but some of the

map design choices seem odd. the sheer randomness of the maps is nice, but it will take a while to get used to. its not perfect by any means, but the game does everything it sets out to do. all the right moves have been made and its a product that should be given the chance to grow into a full release. as of now, its a solid release for battle royale fans. the demo offers an idea of what to expect from the full version of hello neighbor, as well as making it abundantly clear that the game is incredibly addicting. in a world with
mobile gaming, its easy to forget the pc has a home in gaming today. not only does it have some of the most popular franchises, but its also a great place to show off indie games. tinybuild is most definitely on the right path with hello neighbor. while its an admirable goal to create an original, unique experience, it may not be the best way to go about it. by building up the game and not releasing it to the public first, the developers risk having their work be buried under a thick layer of fan backlash. after all, a game has to come
to fruition so that backers can enjoy its fruits. by building up rapture rejects ahead of time, it prevents the fans from directly experiencing what rapture rejects is trying to be. i could see this game being the straw that broke the camels back. if the fans get their way, rapture rejects will be pigeonholed as the title they wish to never hear again. as a fan of 2d shooter-rpg hybrids, i am impressed with rapture rejects and hope that the developers can find a way to keep the game alive long enough to build up a following of its own.
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